Summary: Areas that Work Well & Need Fixing

Areas that work well

A. Well defined positive outdoor space with seating. Attractive pedestrian-scale building complex.
B. Appealing and functional (w/ seating) south facing quiet “back”.
C. Attractive edge with views of cemetery and city.
D. Preserved historic facade relates to main UO campus character.
E. Landscaped portion of axis - grassy area used for seating.
F. Open, grassy landscape helps define UO character on edge.
G. Mature trees provide opportunity for defining gateway.

Areas that need fixing

Notes:
1. Open space not well defined by buildings or landscaping. Serves mainly as a road/parking. Substantial E/W slope.
2. Partial UO-owned, narrow pathway serves as primary connection. OPS vehicles conflict with pedestrians & bikes.
3. Lack of connection to main campus.
4. Small parking lot used as a turn around. Service vehicles have inadequate parking. Conflicts with peds & bikes.
5. Isolated from Ed complex & not related to UO architectural style. UO edge poorly defined. Must rezone R4 land to PL.
6. Ineffective view corridor. Very difficult visitor access to parking/buildings due to one-way streets, misaligned intersections & no direct access from 18th.
7. Inaccessible ramp.
8. Path with limited visibility used by bikes. No designated bike path between main campus and 18th Ave/Alder St.